
fishly. 
25. If you don't want to be bothered with lugging them 

around, it's better just to give them away. I'm a great one on just 
giving stuff away, sharing it, getting rid of it, & laving aside every 
weight that I may run the next race to the next place!—Heb.12:1. 

26. Help these, Lord, to not keep anything they're not real
ly using or aren't absolutely sure they're going to use immediate
ly or very soon, or maybe clothing for next Winter, whatever it 
is, unless they know definitely, Lord, they're going to use it soon. 
Help them not to keep lugging it around & loading down the 
vehicles with it until it just nearly flattens the tires & wears us out 
moving it! 

27. Help them, Lord, to try to eliminate stuff that they don't 
actually need & have to have, cut it down, like we have, to just 
a few personal things & the vital necessary equipment, the tools 
we use for office work & so on, our work of various kinds & the 
things we absolutely have to have every place we set up again & 
stop & live for awhile. 

28. Please, Lord, help them to get rid of junk that's non-es
sential & not immediately useful & not likely to be used for a 
long time. Help them, Lord, to try to whittle down their luggage 
& their clothes & their books & their belongings & storage so we 
won't have to have any storage, or at least as little as possible if 
we do have to store it any length of time at all. 

29. So help us, Lord, not to just take along stuff that we can 
use & is nice to have & that if we have it we will use it, but only 
the things that we absolutely have to have & cannot do without & 
are absolutely necessities & which we cannot live nor work 
without.—Not just a bunch of stuff, Lord, that's nice to have & 
useful if we 've got it, but which we could do without if we had to. 

30. Help us, Lord, to keep these rules in mind when we 
think about moving & think about storage, & if we do have 
some things that have to be kept for future use when we know we 
will need them, then help us to learn to store them properly & be 
good stewards of Thy goods, take good care of them & store them 
& protect them from moth & rust that corrupt & thieves that break 
through & steal, & keep them in a dry place well covered & pack
aged & in the proper shape & form & well-protected from all 
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•aterial goods' enemies—dampness, bugs, rodents, termites, 
"nolds, mildews & all the other things that ruin the material goods, 
rtorage stored in the dark & the damp. 

31. Help us, Lord, in Jesus' name not to store anything un
less we absolutely have to, & not to take anything with us un
less we absolutely have to have it, & to remember Thy law that 
.he rust & corruption & mold of these things will be a testimony 
against us because we stored it, we didn't need it, & never used 
it & didn't let anybody else use it, & it got ruined! You're going 
» blame us for it, Lord, because it was ruined instead of giving 
it away, selling it, sharing with others or using it ourselves. 

32. But help us, Lord, to keep the quantity & the burden 
down, to lay aside every weight that we don't need so we can run 
the race a Utile faster & it won't be such hard work for the boys 
when we move & it won't be so much trouble, it won't be so like
ly to get damaged in storage. Help us, Lord, in Jesus' name to 
remember that usually You 're against storage & Your natural laws 
are against storage & You've created natural enemies of storage & 
You will even judge us by our storage, in Jesus' name. Amen. PTL! 
TYJ! Amen? (Family: Amen!) Will He judge you for storage? 

33. I'm sure that the Family has wasted a lot of things 
through storage, which instead of just storing & letting it get 
ruined, they could have given away & let somebody use it, let 
somebody have it, shared it with others, other Homes, other 
members of the Family. 

34. That's of course where you ought to give your storage 
first of all if you can forsake it, give it to others in the Fami-
ly. And if you haven't got some poor Family members that need 
it, then give it to the poor neighbours or just leave it for the poor 
landlord.—Ha! 

35. —And you're not gonna have much storage left if you 
don't take care of it!—It'd be better to give it away! Share it! 
Use it!—Or let somebody else use it!—Even if you only loan it 
to'm! Keep it in use!—Don't store it if you can help it! 

36. Storage is defying God's laws of sharing & usefulness! 
Give it away today! Tomorrow may be too late! It may be a rot
ten mess nobody can use!—Or be destroyed with the rotten 
North! Leave it! Forsake it! Go South & East today!—Amen? 
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